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Abstracts
Indonesia is a multicultural country that has so much diversity, among which
is the diversity of religions and customs or cultures. Cultural acculturation
has a significant impact on the construction of thought and ritual practices
carried out by a society. The purpose of this study was to analyze and analyze
the practice of traditional child birth carried out by the community in
Nanjung Village, Bandung Regency, West Java, Indonesia. The research
method used in this study is an ethnographic approach. The author tries to
make a visit to the site, then interviewed single information interactively to
find the data needed in this study. The data obtained were then analyzed
using the theory of acculturation and Islamic religious perspective. The
findings prove that the practice of customary childbirth carried out by the
perpetrator is a cultural acculturation process. The practice of child birth is
at least one way in the context of maximum efforts so that the baby can
survive and develop into a pious child
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Introduction
The phenomenon of cultural acculturation has become one of the hot topics being
discussed by intellectuals both nationally and internationally (Ortin et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
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2019). The research developed by Valenzuela and colleagues tries to develop a model strategy
for applying the acculturation approach to creating a fit between individuals and the
environment.(Valenzuela & Rogers, 2018). Acculturation has two potential sides, which can
contribute positively but can also have negative impacts. Some countries implement strict
policies towards immigrants who live in their countries because they are feared to have a
negative impact on the process of acculturation brought by them to the midst of society. for
example, a research study conducted by Larrañaga and colleagues to analyze the effect of ethnic
identity on the traditional Bosque group (native Spanish) and on newcomer groups.(Larrañaga
et al., 2016). Furthermore, the research conducted by Stefanidi and friends aims to determine
the acculturation, psychological well-being, and adjustment of schools of Pontian teenagers
from the former Soviet Union (FSU-Pontians), who are immigrants from the diaspora who live
in Greece, compared to immigrants from Albania.(Motti-Stefanidi et al., 2008). In general,
researchers believe that acculturation has an impact on behavior and thinking that develops in
the community(Archuleta, 2012; Cort, 2010; du Preez & Govender, 2020; Johnson, 1996;
Levinson & Rodebaugh, 2013; Makarova et al., 2019; Ortin et al., 2018; Reynolds et al., 2012).
Indonesia is a country that has diversity, both ethnicity, culture, religion, language and
customs. This certainly has an impact on the process of acculturation and assimilation which
has contributed greatly to increasing the diversity and uniqueness that exists in this country.
Blended Culture or the amalgamation of cultures is in accordance with the natural and common,
especially the current flow of change that is so fast due to technological developments and the
flow of globalization. At the level of implementation, people try to accept positive new things
based on their frame of mind. Not only the cultural aspect, acculturation can also be transmitted
to the process of spreading religion. Like Islam, this religion is viewed by researchers as entering
Indonesia through four patterns; first, brought directly from Arabia, second,
In the modern era, it seems that cultural acculturation has entered the realm of childbirth.
As happened in Nanjung, Bandung Regency, West Java, Indonesia. The author found a case
study where childbirth in the local community was still thick with customs, not being brought
to a more modern and sophisticated medical. The practice carried out by Mrs. Aisyah
(pseudonym) is unique, including the combination of Islamic theology with elements of Hindu
culture, including her belief in her ancestors. In addition, this practice is apparently still believed
by some local people even though it is now a very fast modern era.
Methods
The research method used in this research is by using an ethnographic approach. The
author tries to do a direct review of the location which is located in the Nanjung area, Bandung
Regency, West Java, Indonesia. Most of Bandung Regency is located between hills and
mountains, this certainly has at least an impact on the air condition there. In-depth interviews
and observation are two techniques that are combined to explore detailed information regarding
the traditional labor process there. The survey was conducted twice, each interview lasting
approximately one hour.
The primary informant source in this research study is Aisyah's mother (pseudonym), a
housewife who has daily duties to care for her children. The reason why the research is only
focused on interviews with her, not on others such as her patients or the local community, is
because from the beginning the author wanted to try to develop a theology of belief that
underlies her practice of childbirth rituals and trace the flow of stages of the labor process
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carried out by her. According to the author, this is what the author feels, only a single informant
is sufficient without interviewing others.
In helping to maintain the data obtained, the author tries to save the results of the
interview by recording by a recording device that is on the cellphone. The results of the
recording, the author tries to review and then analyze the various findings obtained in the field.
This research will focus on answering several research problems related to cultural and religious
discourse among them are:
a. How is the Religious Theology covering the cultural practices of childbirth in Nanjung
Regency by Mrs. Aisyah?
b. What are the stages carried out by Mrs. Aisyah in order to carry out her cultural
practice of childbirth?
c. What is the relevance of the cultural birth carried out by Mrs. Aisyah with Religious
Discourses that exist at national and international levels?
Besides trying to explore the answers to the three problems above, this research seeks to
examine whether the cultural practices of childbirth practiced by Mrs. Aisyah are relevant to
religious phenomena, research studies, and theories developed not only by intellectuals from
Indonesia, but also intellectuals who come from abroad.
Results and Discussion
Demographics of Nanjung, Bandung Regency, West Java, Indonesia
Bandung Regency geographically has a land area of about 176,238.67 hectares. This
district consists of thirty one sub-districts which are distributed among 270 villages. The thirtyone districts namely Ciwidey, Rancabali, Pasirjambu, Ciamung, Pangalengan, Kertasari, Pacet,
Ibun, Paseh, Cikancung, Cicalengka, Nagreg, Rancaekek, Majalaya, Solokanjeruk, Ciparay,
Baleendah, Arjasari, Banjaran, Cangkuang, Pameungpeuk, Katapang, Soreang, Kutawaringin,
Margaasih, Dayeuhkolot, Bojongsoang, Cileunyi, Cilengkrang, and Cimenyan. There are two
main commodities developed in Bandung Regency, namely the agricultural sector and the
industrial processing sector. Reporting from the results of the consolidation of the Ministry of
Home Affairs in the first semester of 2017, it was recorded that the population living in the
Bandung Regency area was a total of 3,522,724 with a division of 1,802,064 men. while women
were 1,720,660. The components of success in human development can at least be seen from
the achievements of the Human Development Index (HDI). There are three main indicators,
namely knowledge, life opportunity (health), and life feasibility (purchasing power). The success
of education can be a mirror for the non-physical conditions of society. Health and purchasing
power can be used as benchmarks for the physical condition of humans. In 2014, Bandung
district obtained an HDI score of 75.69. The HDI acquisition has increased compared to the
previous year. The success of education can be a mirror for the non-physical conditions of
society. Health and purchasing power can be used as benchmarks for the physical condition of
humans. In 2014, Bandung district obtained an HDI score of 75.69. This HDI acquisition
increased compared to the previous year. The success of education can be a mirror for the nonphysical conditions of society. Health and purchasing power can be used as benchmarks for the
physical condition of humans. In 2014, Bandung district obtained an HDI score of 75.69. The
HDI acquisition has increased compared to the previous year.
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Regarding cultural and social aspects, Bandung Regency is one of the leading districts in
maintaining regional identity and cultural values from the influence of the rapid and significant
flow of globalization. Art and culture are among the top priorities for office holders so that they
do not fade. One indicator of the strengthening of arts and culture in this district is the
preservation and sharpness of the literacy of the people of Bandung Regency towards cultural
values and the use of Sundanese Regional Language. The characteristics of the community in
this area are so thick with strong morality in terms of hard work, mutual cooperation,
appreciation of culture and language.
Tourism is one of the leading fields developed by the local government. This sector has
tremendous potential due to the geographical location of Bandung Regency which is very likely
to be maximized. Among the leading tourism spots that are often used as recreational
destinations by the Indonesian people, namely:
a. Natural Tourism Areas: Mount Patuha / Kawah Putih, Cimanggu, Situ Patengan, Curug
Cisabuk, Cibuni Crater, Walini, Ranca Upas, Mount Puntang, Lamajang Rafting,
Cibolang, Punceling, Situ Cileunca, Mount Papandayan Crater, Palayangan Rafting, Eti
Curug, and so on.
b. Cultural Tourism Area, including Mount Padang (Ciwidey District), Cikondang
traditional house, Black House (Pangalengan District), Bumi Alit Traditional House
(Banjaran District), Mahmud Village Site (Margaasih District), Karang Gantung Site
(Pacet District), Bojongmenje Site (Rancaekek District), Jelekong Arts Center
(Baleendah District), Cimenyan Arts Center (Cimenyan District), Craft Center
(Pasirjambu District), Benjang Arts Tourism Center (Cileunyi District).
c. Agro Tourism Areas, including: Strawberry Agro Tourism: Pasirjambu District,
Rancabali District, Ciwidey District, Pacet District, Arjasari District, Pangalengan
District, Ibun District, Paseh District.
Theology of Indigenous Cultural Practices of Childbirth
The theology or belief that is owned by a person is one essential component that
encourages and motivates to make a certain effort. The birth of a baby is a dream that is expected
by a harmonious family couple. A baby will have a good period of emotional development when
it comes to loving care. Good and correct parenting patterns and connectivity that exists
between a mother and her baby contribute greatly to improving the emotional development of
the baby (Rochel, 2012; Silva & Porto, 2016). In the midst of modernity, it seems that some
people still have a strong theology that adheres to the traditions of their ancestors. Where this
group prefers an alternative path that is built on the beliefs of their ancestors, which is to hand
over the delivery procession to certain people outside of a medical expert (midwife), namely
someone who is believed to have strength and strength in the process of delivering babies.
This is what also happened to Mrs. Aisyah (a pseudonym), where in her customary
practice of childbirth at least the author found several beliefs which would certainly have an
impact on the construction of thoughts and understanding that bind her practical activities. In
the interview, Mrs. Aisyah said:
“Babies who are cared for by mothers (Mrs. Aisyah), usually do not fuss, do not cry,
even when they are adults, they develop into pious children. In principle, the delivery
that you do is to pray for the baby and its parents to be given safety both when the
baby is born and after growing up. "
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In general, affection is one thing that a baby needs (Parhan & Kurniawan, 2020).
According to Mahler, an expert states that in normal development the real separation between
the baby and the mother can have an impact on her childish feelings and serve as legitimacy for
her as a separate person. This opinion is at least in line with the research conducted by Lemos
and his friends, where he proved the relevance of child development and how parents can pay
attention to their babies (Lemos et al., 2019). At least according to the author, Mrs. Aisyah can
fill this void, so it is natural that the baby who is cared for by her at least has good development
and there are not many problems such as crying, fussiness and others. In general, affection is
indeed the main measure, whether it is done by the mother or others, the baby will respond to
this affection positively. Islam teaches the principles of educating children in accordance with
the teachings given by the Prophet Muhammad as described by Muhammad Rowwas, Professor
of Religious Sciences, namely the principles of Mura'āt Al-Furūq Al-Fardiyyah respect for the
individual characteristics of each (Rawwas, 1988). This is what Mother Aisyah might do, with
her caress and affection the baby grows and develops well social interaction is an aspect of
concern for Islam (Al-Arefe, 2011; As-Shalabi, 2008).
Furthermore, in contrast to the majority of birth centers that have developed both in cities
and villages, Mrs. Aisyah in practice does not provide a certain nominal rate. He also explained
the importance of the principle of benefit for Together:
“In doing this practice, you never ask for a certain fee, you just leave it to each
person. For Mother (Mrs. Aisyah), being blessed and beneficial to others has
become a noble task "
Mrs. Aisyah really holds the Theology of Benefit, which is why she never gives special
rates for her practice. Even if there really is a family that is not kissing, it is free of charge.
Gratitude is an attitude that must be put forward in order to communicate with Allah SWT.
Islam teaches its people to always provide benefits to others (Al-Qaḥṭānī, 2006). This is
confirmed in a hadith:

خري انلاس أنفعهم للناس
"The best of humans is the most beneficial for others"
Another spiritual value that the author found in the field is the scientific ecosystem that
is connected between him and his ancestors. Ibu Aisyah believes that scientific transmission is
a common thing and exists, not only in the world of her childbirth, but in terms of
characteristics. this can be seen from how he explains the origin of his skills:
"The skills you have at least get them from your ancestors, so you already have a
lineage in this skill. Usually some Javanese people already know this ritual, so
without being asked they will immediately carry out this tradition "
Genetics is one of the factors that support one's talent. According to Sheh Seow Wah,
an expert in the field of management, his book entitled Chinese Leadership From the Classical
to the Modern Age proves the existence of the power of hereditary factors in several leadership
cases that occurred in China. In several works of Muslim intellectuals when exploring the
history of the personality of Rosulullah saw, at least heredity is seen as a factor that plays an
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important role in the strength of the positive character possessed by Rosulullah saw (Al-Siba'i,
1985; Ghadhban, 1992). Although heredity has a role, the management system is another
important factor in creating success in a management culture (Kargün, 2015; Kozak & Uca,
2008).
Procedures and Stages of Traditional Childbirth
In a ritual, of course, there are several stages that must be carried out, then several
conditions must be fulfilled by the baby's family who will carry out the birth ritual. In accordance
with the provisions that have been determined. When the baby's parents give birth, the placenta
is cut off to be buried using a jug (made of clay), then the baby is swaddled and the call to prayer
is performed. Then after a week has passed, the mother of the baby is massaged so that her
veins are not stiff after childbirth and her milk production can be smooth due to the massage.
Parents of the baby must prepare several conditions for the birth of the baby, the following
conditions: tray, nyiru, rice, turmeric, garlic, onion, panglai, three glasses of water, black coffee,
and tea, stick, flowers seven faces and scissors.

Figure 1. Tools needed in Labor
The conditions above must be carried out in accordance with the stipulated conditions,
then the baby is given a rope bracelet whose function is to be saved with his parents, then the
baby has his hair shaved and bathed with seven forms of flowers. Then the baby is prayed for
with prayers taken from the prayer book of promising, yasin, and rejecting reinforcements.
Because by performing this ritual it is hoped that the baby will not be fussy and cry, then at
night he will be calmer. Aisyah's efforts to pray for her are very useful and can even turn the
children she takes care of into pious and pious children and devoted to both parents.
In Ibu Aisyah's opinion, the ritual of childbirth cannot be practiced by just anyone. In
his belief, this practice can only be done by certain people, one of them is himself. The reason
behind it is because he has a talent that has existed since birth from a bloodline that has been
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passed down from generation to generation from his ancestors. According to him, this theology
is still valid and exists in several areas, one of which is Java. There the local people are still thick
with this kind of ritual culture, and the majority of them believe this customary birth practice
can save the parents of babies and their babies from being in danger.
Religious Polysemy and Cultural Rituals of Childbirth
The phenomenon of local customary childbirth practices carried out by Mrs. Aisyah in
the Nanjung area, Bandung Regency, West Java, Indonesia is similar to a research study
conducted by Ziad Munson in her research entitled When A Funeral is Just not a Funeral: The
Layered Meaning of Everyday Action in essence is to look at the extent to which one's
experience of religiosity is awakened from pure religious activity without the intervention of
other interests. Munson gave a name for a discourse like this with the term polysemic which is
interpreted by the overlapping of religious activities with other activities such as social, political
and other activities, so that there is no agreement on the categorization of which experiences or
activities are purely religious areas, which are outside religion. According to the author's analysis,
Munson's findings related to this phenomenon are actually found in the world of modernity.
Religion is often politicized as a force to achieve a certain goal, even this phenomenon is reduced
to religious rituals carried out by contemporary society in its practical order. The author takes
for example, contemporary tasawwuf movements where many international research studies
prove this. Intellectual Simon Stjernholm in his scientific study published in the journal of
Islamic Law and Culture states that the Sufis in London combine religious activities with politics
to achieve certain goals. The Sufi Muslim Council (The Sufi Muslim Council) was accused of
carrying out a terrorist attack in London in 2005 so that the government had time to interrogate
their da'wah activities (Stjernholm, 2010). although in the end they proved that these extremist
actions were not a movement they were carrying out, this still shows that sometimes the external
community has not standardized to sort out which religious groups are purely interpreting
religious da'wah. Then there is the Sufistic movement in African countries, a study conducted
by Muhammed Haron in which he sees the phenomenon of competition among tariqah groups
to seize spiritual public space in Africa. This study focuses on studying the Sufistic da'wah
movement of the Chistiyyah, Murabitun, Qadriyyah, Alawiyyah, and Naqshabandi groups
(Haron, 2005). Contemporary sufic movements are seen by scientists and sociologists as often
politicized and used for certain movements such as politics and da'wah which according to
Munson this phenomenon is in line with the concept of polysemy (Arai, 2007; Dang, 2017;
Degorge, 2000; GULAY, 2007; Josefsson et al., 2017; Laffan, 2011; Milani & Adrahtas, 2018;
Rehman & Lund-Thomsen, 2014; Rytter, 2016; Rywkin, 1991; Salvatore, 2018).
The author sees that there are also global phenomena visible to the naked eye as negative
and even destructive activities, but it could be that from the perspective of the perpetrators this
is a sacred and valuable religious activity. Jihad activities can be used as a tool to measure the
level of truth of this phenomenon. Scientists and even the majority Muslim scholars view the
activities of Jihadi Salafi carried out by extremist groups such as Al-Qaeda which tend to display
hard struggle movements so that the global community is seen more as a movement of
radicalism, anarchism, and even terrorism (Parhan et al., 2020). This cynical and negative view
is at least supported by international research studies such as that of Mehmet Orhan where he
proved that the radical Al-Qaeda movement was a movement that first emerged in the 2000s in
Turkey. This group, according to Orhan, built a small autonomous movement outside the power
structure and carried out bigger social and political actions in several cities such as Bingol in
Kurdish. Orhan concluded that Al-Qaeda is a new form of radicalism with a focus on local and
global socialization instruments that have resulted in organizational, strategic, axiological and
teleological divisions with traditional Islamic movements in the region (Orhan, 2010). In line
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with Orhan, Ric in his study found the relevance of the contextualism of radicalism of Islamic
extremism groups between Egypt and Tunisia (Neo, 2019). Jihad activities that present a form
of "violent" action are still largely considered radical acts (Battiston, 2019; Hasanov, 2005;
Latham, 1999; Miller, 2009; Ronen, 2007; Schofield, 2004; Varouxakis, 2004; Yang et al., 2014).
Even though the contemporary Jihad movement was judged as a radical movement, for the
perpetrators it was still believed to be part of the struggle movement in the path of God. This
is as believed by extremist groups in Indonesia who were willing to commit suicide bombings
during the Bali bombings in 2002.According to their accounts published in the mass media, the
suicide bombing they carried out in their belief was not an act of deviation, but rather as an act.
holy part of the commandment of God.
The polysemic phenomenon has actually become the main concern of Islamic scholars
since the Prophet Muhammad was sent. Perhaps the authors see this phenomenon as an integral
part of Islamic studies related to intention. The author sees that religion is a way of life both in
the world and in the hereafter, so that the consequence is that all human life activities and all
their aspects such as politics, economy, preaching, culture, social, and others cannot be
separated from religion. In fact, the authors disagree when there is a discourse echoed by
Western groups with the term secularization, namely separating religion from worldly things.
This is a philosophical thought that is not taught by religion. Many verses of the Koran and
Hadith emphasize the relationship between religion and all aspects of human life. The author
sees that Munson's concept regarding polysemy of activity is actually a natural thing because
previously religion is the center of activity that is distributed to certain areas such as politics and
so on. To standardize which religious activities are, which ones are not returned to the concept
of divine purpose or with the familiar name, namely intention. If a person's intention is to act
sincerely according to God and according to religious rules, then this does not violate. This
concept has been agreed upon by Muslim scholars as in his works The author sees that Munson's
concept regarding polysemy of activity is actually a natural thing because previously religion is
the center of activity that is distributed to certain areas such as politics and so on. To standardize
which religious activities are, which ones are not returned to the concept of divine purpose or
with the familiar name, namely intention. If a person's intention is to act sincerely according to
God and according to religious rules, then this does not violate.
This concept has been agreed upon by Muslim scholars as in his works The author sees
that Munson's concept regarding polysemy of activity is actually a natural thing because
previously religion is the center of activity that is distributed to certain areas such as politics and
so on. To standardize which religious activities are, which ones are not returned to the concept
of divine purpose or with the familiar name, namely intention. If a person's intention is to act
sincerely according to God and according to religious rules, then this does not violate. This
concept has been agreed upon by Muslim scholars as in his works which ones are not then
returned to the concept of divine purpose or with the familiar name, namely intention. If a
person's intention is to act sincerely according to God and according to religious rules, then this
does not violate. This concept has been agreed upon by Muslim scholars as in his works which
ones are not then returned to the concept of divine purpose or with the familiar name, namely
intention. If a person's intention is to act sincerely according to God and according to religious
rules, then this does not violate. This concept has been agreed upon by Muslim scholars as in
his works(Al-Būṭī, 1973; Al-Da'as, 1989; Al-Juhni, nd; Al-Laham, 1956; Al-Qardhawi, 1993,
2007; As-Sya'rawi, 1998; Azizah, 2001; Nasir Muhammadi Muhammad Jad, 2009).
Conclusion
The practice of traditional childbirth carried out by Mrs. Aisyah (a pseudonym) in the Nanjung
area, Bandung Regency, West Java, is a portrait of how the acculturation process seems to have
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an impact on the ritual level of the local community. The theology that covers the practice of
traditional childbirth is the belief that this ritual can keep parents and babies away from harm,
the belief that their expertise is only owned by special people because it requires heredity, and
the belief in the principle of benefit to society. in practice, certain preparations and materials are
needed to facilitate the labor process. In the end, this phenomenon that occurs, is considered
by the author to have similarities with the ideas offered by Ziad Munson regarding his polysemy
theory where there is an overlap between religious activities and several other aspects such as
social politics, as well as economics. So that there is no standardization where pure practices are
born from religion, which are activities that are purely non-religious.
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